
Sports Betting 101

Locate the sport you’d like to wager on using the menu. To view events that are currently live, click the “Live Right Now” 
button on the top of the menu. To use the filter feature, click the box next to each desired sport and all available events 
for each selected sport will be displayed. To select a specific league, click the arrow to the right of the corresponding 
sport to display specific leagues and events.  

To place a bet, simply find the event and outcome you would like to bet on and click on the button displaying your 
chosen odds and outcome to add it to your bet slip. Your bet slip displays all of your selected bets that are waiting to be 
placed and will appear on the right-hand side of your screen. Remember, the numbers associated with each outcome are 
the odds (detailed below), which determine the potential pay out. You can add up to 12 picks to your bet slip at any given 
time.  

Once in the bet slip, you can toggle between: 
 Singles: A individual bet in one game. (This can also be used to make single bets on multiple games on one bet  
 slip)  
 Combination or Parlay: A single bet that links two or more outcomes 
 System (Round Robin): A series of parlays. Please note that for Round Robin betting, you must choose at least  
 two games to wager on  

Enter the amount you would like to wager on each bet and your potential payout will be calculated. 

Once you confirm your picks and wager amount, select ‘PLACE BET’ to lock in your bet. -You will see a receipt for all of 
the bets you place. 

You can view all of your receipts and track the outcomes by visiting ‘My Bet History.’  

How to Place a Bet

How to Read Odds

Moneyline (Winner)

Odds are the measure of how much you can win vs. how much you bet, per $100. Odds are included in all forms of  
betting, whether its moneyline, spreads, or totals. 

-110, for example, means $110 wager for $100 potential profit (or $11 wager for $10 potential profit)

+110, for example, means $100 wager for $110 potential profit (or $10 wager for $11 potential profit)

Longer Odds: +120 or +110

Even: +100

Shorter Odds: -110 or -120

A moneyline is a bet that is simply “Odds to win”

A moneyline of +180 is +180 odds ($100 to win $180) for the team to win. A moneyline of -140 is -140 odds ($140 to win 
$100) for the team to win.



Sports Betting 101

Point Spread (Spread)

Over/Under (Totals)

Live In-Game Bets

Parlays

Also known as the line or handicap, accompanied by odds. Most point spreads will have odds at or around -110

If Detroit and New York are playing a football game and the line is -6.5 for Detroit, they would need to win by 7 or more 
points to “cover”. If Detroit wins 26-20, bets on Detroit to cover the spread would lose.

An over/under is a bet on the total amount of something to occur, either points in a game, points scored by a player, 
yards by a player, or points scored by a player. Over/under are accompanied by odds and are usually at or around -110.

Want to bet on Michigan’s running back total rushing yards? The total will be set at an estimated line. If Michigan’s running 
back total rushing yards are set at 62.5 and the player runs for 50, the under wins.

Live betting lets you bet in real time while the game is occurring. Bet on the next drive result, next basket scorer, or point 
in a tennis match.

When placing a live bet, you will see the odds changing dynamically based on events currently happening in the game. 
Due to these odds changes, you may notice a slight delay as your bet is processing. Once a live bet is placed, you will see 
it settle as soon as the outcome is known.

A parlay bet is a bet placed on multiple outcomes to occur. All outcomes must win for the bet to win. The odds for each 
pick are multiplied by one another to determine the total Parlay odds.

Choose Michigan St (-150) and Michigan (+200) to win in basketball and your parlay odds would be +400. A $20 wager on 
the parlay would payout $80.

Round Robin is an easy way to combine multiple parlays, multiple ways 


